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“I
f you have sex, you will get pregnant… 
and die.” 

This quote from the 2004 movie “Mean 
Girls” is comparable to the sex-ed program some 
Clarke Central High School students say they 
received in the past. 

“In middle school and in the beginning of high 
school, (the teachers) are like, ‘Abstinence. Don’t 
have sex. If you have sex, you’re going to die,’” 
senior Luis Vicente said.

Between 1992, when the policy was first ap-
proved, to 2008, the Clarke County School District 
required the teaching of abstinence as the only 
method of practicing sexual safety to prevent preg-

nancy and the transmission of sexually transmitted 
diseases. According to an article from Online Athens 
entitled “BOE May Shift Sex-Ed Focus”, published 
on Jan. 9, 2008, under this abstinence-only edu-
cation, the teen pregnancy rate in Athens was 6.5 
percent higher than the state average.

Dawn Meyers, CCSD Executive Director of Policy 
and School Instruction, says that a part of the 
“hush-hush” nature surrounding sex education can 
be attributed to the social climate of that time. 

“There were just misconceptions culturally that if 
we give kids access to information, they’re going to 
want to try it out instead of what we learned to be 
true through public health research and good evi-
dence-based data that actually what teenagers want 
and need and cry out for is factual information,” 
Meyers said. “When we give it to them, they actually 
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make really good choices.”
To combat the pregnancy rate and help educate 

teens, CCSD sex-ed underwent revisions. On Jan. 
10, 2008, CCSD unveiled Family Life and Sexual 
Health (FLASH). FLASH is a high school health 
education curriculum designed to teach high school 
students about topics like birth control, sexually 
transmitted diseases and healthy relationships.

According to CCSD K-12 Science Content Coach 
Amy Peacock, the FLASH curriculum was created 
in King County in Seattle, Washington and is 
implemented in grades 6-12. It was chosen for its 
comprehensiveness and diversity.

“It is a comprehensive science-based sexual 
health education curriculum designed to prevent 
pregnancy, Sexually Transmitted Diseases and 
sexual violence,” Peacock said. “It supports young 

people in making healthy choices: abstain from sex, 
use protection when they do have sex, seek health 
care when they need it, communicate effectively 
with their families, and respect others’ decisions 
not to have sex.”

For Meyers, adopting FLASH was a step in a di-
rection that no other district in Georgia was taking 
at the time.

“We were progressive. As far as I know, in 2008, 
we were the first school district in the state to come 
out and say, ‘We are not abstinence-only,’” Meyers 
said.

The curriculum is split into 12 lessons, which 
are taught during the course of high school. When 
it comes to the implementation of the district’s 
policies at CCHS, Instructional Specialist Linda 
Boza collaborates with Peacock to decide how the 

FLASH to the
Future

FLASH is a sex-ed curriculum designed to teach students les-
sons pertinent to their grade through their four years of high 
school. It covers sexually transmitted diseases, birth control 

options and lessons on communication in a serious relationship.

Featured: LOOKING TO THE FUTURE: Juniors Jennifer Alas (left), Troy Deslatte (middle) and Sydney Gregg (right) listen to the FLASH lesson on sexual orientation, gender 
stereotypes and gender identity during their first period Advanced Placement Language and Composition class. For Alas, the lessons were not completely flawless. “I feel 
like they tried really hard not to offend anyone. I wish they could have gone more into detail in some of the things,” Alas said. “The information in the PowerPoint was super 
vague. It only gave us the basics that we already know.”
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“We had the conversation of communication 
and consent. A lot of that should go to the 
freshmen because a lot of them don’t know 
the foundations of, ‘Yes means yes and no 
means no.’”

-- BREVIN BROWN,
senior

students will receive the information. Boza says that 
before the iplementation of the FLASH curriculum, 
sex education took many forms in CCHS.

“Back when we were on the (block schedule), 
we used to have an advisement schedule and we 
used to bring in Teen Matters,” Boza said. “They 
would do it in the auditorium when they could. We 
would also bring in people from AIDS Atlanta. It 
was always very powerful.”

CCHS now trains five teachers to teach FLASH. 
Special education department teacher Ryan John-
son is one of the FLASH instructors this year.

“(For training), we had one day where a repre-

sentative came in to kind of 
give us the rundown on how 
we’re supposed to address 
certain questions and how 
to go about teaching the les-
sons. That was in September 
or October,” Johnson said. “I 
felt perfectly comfortable and 
fine teaching it.”

Under FLASH, freshmen 
learn about ways to prevent 
pregnancy in their Health and 
P.E. classes. While the course 
still talks about abstinence, it 
also discusses birth control 
methods. The course also 

covers treatment and prevention methods for STDs, 
such as HIV, syphilis and 
herpes.

Sophomore and juniors 
learn their lessons in their 
literature and composition 
classes. The course for 
sophomores covers healthy 
relationships and sexual 
violence prevention, as 
well as how to stay safe 
online. For juniors, the 

course deals with gender identity and undoing 
gender stereotypes, as well as sexual orientations. 
The senior course covers coercion, consent and 
communication. 

Seniors like Derek Mueller recently completed 
the senior FLASH curriculum in their literature and 
composition 12 classes.

“(The FLASH curriculum) is very open ended, 
but it’s very neutral, so it doesn’t force anything any 
which way,” Mueller said. “It’s very inclusive and 
covers a lot of bases.”

However, senior Brevin Brown feels that the 
classes for his grade would have worked better for 
underclassmen.

“I feel like a lot of the lessons that they are giving 
(the seniors) now should be given to freshmen,” 
Brown said. “We had the conversation of commu-

“When we give it to them, they actually make 
really good choices.”

-- DAWN MEYERS,
Clarke County School District Executive Director of Policy and 

School Support Services

Above: CONNECTING THE DOTS: Junior Luis Garcia participates in a FLASH lesson where students place strips of definitions under what terms they felt they best matched with. Garcia feels that the FLASH lessons were 
more informative than they had been in previous years. “I thought it was interesting how they touched on gender identity and some subjects that I had only really known (about) through like the internet and through others...
but having a teacher say it almost makes it more reassuring,” Garcia said. “I’d imagine it probably was informative for others, too.”
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Above: CREATING ALLIES: Physical education department teacher Justin Jones was a FLASH instructor this school year. Jones believes that the 
sex-ed lessons help students understand those that identify differently from them. “It’s extremely important (to have discussions) because as our 
world continues to progress, I think you’ll have people who not only will fall into several different categories, but as they fall into those several different 
categories, whether it be ethnicity or sexual orientation or whatever the case might be, we need to be able to empathize, sympathize and help those 
individuals in anyway we can,” Jones said. 

nication and consent. A lot of that should go to the 
freshmen because a lot of them don’t know the 
foundations of, ‘Yes means yes and no means no.’”

English department teacher Lisa Hill values the 
curriculum, but would tweak its implementation.

“I think that it’s as effective as it could be right 
now,” Hill said. “But, I wish that there was more 
small groups because I think that provides a safer 
space than sitting in class with 30 of your classmates 
and having no real sense of others’ opinions.”

Meyers recognizes the issues that may come up 
with the current form of the FLASH curriculum and 
says there are steps being made to update it.

“You get years away from the actual roll-out and 
implementation, and I’m sure it’s not being taught 
with complete fidelity. It’s time to probably look 
at (the curriculum),” Meyers said. “Ms. Peacock is 
aware of this and is actively taking steps to kind 
of reconvene our sex-ed committee at the district 
level.”

In spite of varying opinions on campus, CCHS 
principal Marie Yuran believes in the necessity of 
FLASH and feels that it will have a positive effect on 
students.

“I think it’s an important topic for all of us to 
have a conversation around. We all live together 
in this world, and especially 12th graders, they’re 
soon no longer going to be here at CCHS and they 
will encounter folks in different ways in a larger 
environment whether (it is) work or post-secondary 
education,” Yuran said. “So, I think anything we can 
do, and any conversations we can have and and any 
skill set that we can learn to support ourselves are 
important (to have) around us and is a very positive 
thing to do.”

“(The FLASH curriculum) 
is very open ended, but it’s 
very neutral, so it doesn’t 
force anything any which 
way. It’s very inclusive and 
covers a lot of bases.”

-- DEREK MUELLER,
senior


